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Abstract

   This memo aims to highlight specific residual threats in the Mobile
   IPv6 design.  These threats are inherited in the design of new
   mechanisms built on top of the mobility protocol, and are raising
   concerns regarding the amplitude of their potential impacts.
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1.  Introduction

   The design of Mobile IPv6 protocol (described in [MIPv6]) did not
   address a set of specific threats for various reasons.  In fact,
   these residual threats were (rightly or not) not considered of equal
   importance than others which required immediate action.  However, as
   these threats are implicitely inherited in the design of new
   mechanisms built on top of MIPv6, their potential impact is raising
   some concerns.

   This memo aims to describe these residual threats and to motivate
   designers to take a fresh look at the reasoning behind leaving them
   in an unconvincing state and to address them in case it is needed.
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2.  Conventions used in this document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [TERM].
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3.  Residual Threats Associated with a Malicious Mobile Node

3.1.  Violating Trust between the Mobile Node and its Home Agent

   The trust model that guided MIPv6 protocol design was based on two
   main assumptions.  The first one considers that the mobile node (MN)
   will always refrain from misusing the relationship with its home
   agent (HA).  It follows that the HA can always blindly accept any
   information sent by the MN.  Thus, the second assumption requests the
   HA to accept any new care-of address(es) (CoA(s)) claimed by the MN
   and sent in a valid binding update (BU) message(s).

   The justification behind the first assumption is the tracing ability
   that the HA is supposed to always acquire over the MN.  In other
   words, the MN is always supposed to fear being traced -as the target
   is also supposed to complain- thus, refrain from misusing a mutual
   trust which can appear now as being "imposed" on both nodes.  We
   argue that such assumption is too naive when applied in the real
   world as it is simply impossible to back it with a solid proof that
   confirm the existence of enough anxiety to deter all potential
   attackers from launching malicious act in such particular context.

   In fact, the lack of any reachability test between the MN and its HA,
   prior to or after sending a BU message, enables a malicious MN to
   launch a network flooding attack against any potential target by
   simply claiming a new CoA which is topologically located within the
   targeted network.  This is especially possible when only the
   bidirectional tunneling (BT) mode is used and/or when the enhanced
   route optimization mode (described in [ERO]) is in use.  Without
   testing the new CoA reachability, the HA will simply re-route data
   packets to the new CoA, i.e., targeted network, and the MN can keep
   sending acknowledgment messages to all its CN(s) in order to maintain
   the attack as long as needed.  Note that this type of attack is not
   new as it has been well analyzed in [MROD] and its effects on the
   targeted network are mitigated by imposing a periodic return
   routability procedure.

   Moreover, as MIPv6 is acquiring many extensions, such attack on the
   HA side may get amplified with the MN's ability to register multiple
   CoAs with the HA.  Such scenario is better described in [Multih_Sec].

3.2.  Violating Trust between a Multihomed Mobile Node and its Home
      Agents

   Multiple Care-of Address registration (MCoA) protocol (described in
   [MCoA]) extends the MIPv6 protocol to enable a multi-interface MN to
   register multiple CoAs at its HA.  The fundamental difference between
   MIPv6 and MCoA is that for a given home address (HoA) in MIPv6, the
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   MN is only able to bind a single 'fake' CoA.  Hence, this implies
   that once a malicious MN binds the 'fake' CoA at HA, that MN loses
   its ability to use that HoA for communication.  However, in MCoA,
   with the ability to bind several CoAs to a single HoA, a malicious MN
   could bind a mixture of 'real' and 'fake' CoAs.  The MN can still use
   the HoA for communication by directing control traffic towards its
   'real' CoA.

   Likewise in the trust model described in [MROD] between the MN and
   its HA, it permits the HA to 'blindly' accept any binding that the MN
   makes.  This trust relationship is further strengthened when one
   assume that ingress filtering is being used such that when the HA
   receives a BU message from the MN stating its CoA as the source
   address, the HA trusts that the incoming packets do indeed originate
   from the specified source address.  In addition, the HA also trusts
   the routing infrastructure that packets forwarded by the HA would be
   sent to the intended destination.  This assumption makes it possible
   for the HA to somewhat trust the MN if the MN sends the binding of
   each CoA individually (e.g. one BU message per CoA).

   However, such a trust is no longer valid when the MN utilizes a
   single BU message to register its multiple CoAs at its HA.  This
   technique is explained in [MCoA] with the aim of introducing some
   optimization when registering multiple CoAs for a MN.  Such
   optimization technique is useful in scenarios when resources (e.g.
   bandwidth) are scarce on some of the MN's interfaces, since it allows
   the MN to send a BU message containing multiple CoAs to its HA from
   an interface that does not have such resource constraint.  Moreover,
   in MIPv6, the use of the alternate CoA option permits the MN to
   achieve the same effect of registering a CoA for another interface
   via a specific interface.  This introduces the risk of having 'fake'
   CoAs registered at the HA and compromise the security of the network.
   If these 'fake' CoAs are IP addresses of other MNs, it is possible
   for the malicious MN to instruct the HA to re-direct traffic towards
   these 'fake' CoAs, thereby flooding these MNs with useless traffic.

   With such a threat towards the network, some mechanism might be need
   in order for the HA to verify the CoA for the MN prior to binding or
   using them for packet routing.
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4.  Security Considerations

   This document is a security analysis of some specific parts in the
   MIPv6 protocol.  It describes residual threats in the protocol which
   may not appear necessarily new for the reader.  It is worth noting in
   this context that most of the above threats can be mitigated by
   ingress filtering.  However, the particular case where a malicious
   mobile node provides its HA with fake CoA(s) configured with the same
   subnet prefix as the one it is using cannot be countered by ingress
   filtering and requires additional mechanisms to block it.
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